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Abstract 

Studying team performance dynamics in tasks and activities has proven difficult because of the 

dynamic and unpredictable nature of the real world. Microworld systems aim to address that 

issue by providing researchers with controllable simulated environments that captures the 

essence of their real-world counterpart activities. This study utilized one such microworld 

system, called C3Fire, to simulate a forest firefighting setting where 48 participants divided 

into 12 teams were tasked with cooperating in extinguishing the fires. Teams consisted of four 

roles – each with its different responsibilities and resources. The aim of this study was to 

determine whether any individual team role had a greater impact on team performance than the 

other roles. Each team encountered three distinct scenarios of varying difficulty. Command 

input action counts and self-assessed performance scores were collected for each participant. 

These measurements were tested for correlations with team scores. The logistics chief role, who 

was responsible for re-filling and re-fueling other units, stood out as being the only role whose 

command input count correlated with team score, and being one of only two roles for which 

command inputs and self-assessed performance scores were correlated, as well. Results of a 

multiple regression procedure also indicated that the command counts of the logistics chief was 

a significant predictor of team score. 

Key words: microworlds, team dynamics, team roles, performance dynamics 
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1 Introduction 
Teams have long been integral units in various branches of society. Be it in medicine, the 

military, or even in sports – teams are essential to the successful execution of the domain goal. 

In teams, members operate various roles that are needed for their team to be successful in any 

given situation, e.g. goalkeeper, squad team leader, or anesthesiologist. These various roles 

often require certain, and often widely different, skillsets. A long-standing consensus has been 

that no one team role is more important to the team’s overall performance than the others, save 

perhaps for any designated team leader role. A recent study, however, suggests that certain 

functional roles—related to project coordination, implementation, and finishing—are 

particularly important to geographically distributed teams working together virtually (Eubanks, 

Palanski, Olabisi, Joinson, & Dove, 2016). The interdependence between team roles has long 

been notoriously difficult to study in the field however, the reasons for which is discussed 

further in chapter 2.3. Studies of teamwork and team dynamics have, therefore, focused instead 

on matters of research that are somewhat easier to study, e.g. team communication or team 

cognition. 

Computer simulated scenarios, or microworlds (see 2.3), provide ways to model the real world 

and its contingencies, including aspects of teamwork and team dynamics. These tools have, for 

the last few decades, been used to study aspects of team cognition and teamwork in demanding 

situations. Much like in the real world, team members are assigned to team roles mimicking 

their real-world counterparts. These roles are often asymmetrical regarding their respective 

“material” and informational resources. The reliability and validity of microworld test results 

has been verified in several studies (e.g., Rigas, Carling, & Brehmer, 2002). 

C3Fire (Granlund, 2002) is an established microworld system that simulates forest fires that 

teams are tasked with extinguishing. The system allows researchers to configure team role 

interdependencies in countless ways depending on the research questions being studied. A 

number of previous studies have utilized similar role configurations that can be categorized as 

fire chief, water chief, and fuel chief (e.g., Baroutsi, 2014; Baroutsi, Berggren, Nählinder, & 

Johansson, 2013; Berggren, 2016; Berggren, Johansson, & Baroutsi, 2016). Others have 

included variations of a planning, operations, or information chiefs (e.g., Artman & Granlund, 

1998; Jobidon, Turcotte, Labrecque, Kramer, & Tremblay, 2014). Research in C3Fire has 

largely been focused on, for example, team cognition, communication, or team situation 
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awareness, amongst other things. No previous research seems to have been dedicated to study 

the nature of the role configurations themselves, however. More specifically, research on the 

team performance impact of the individual roles is conspicuous by its absence – which seems 

to be the case in both traditional and microworld research. 

1.1 Purpose 

The aim of this study is to investigate whether contributions of individual team roles have 

similar effects on overall team performance outcome, or if the performance of any specific role 

is more essential to a team’s success than that of the other team member roles. A secondary 

goal is to assess the future possibilities of utilizing microworld systems—and C3Fire in 

particular—to study the relationships between team roles and team performances in general. 

1.2 Research questions 

A number of questions have been derived from the purpose of this study. 

Q1: Is the performance of any specific role more essential to the success of the team? 

Q2: If so, which role is most paramount to a team’s overall performance? 

Q3: What aspects of role characteristics or microworld configurations can be used to explain 
the results? 

The secondary goal of this study—to assess microworld systems as tools for studying team 

performance dynamics—is difficult to address with research questions at this stage. This matter 

will, however, be generally discussed following the discussions of the existing research 

questions in section 6. 

1.3 Delimitations 

A previous study by Berggren, Johansson, and Baroutsi (2016) found no effect of computer 

game experience on performance measures in C3Fire. It was not, therefore, deemed necessary 

to control for this effect in the current study. 
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2 Theoretical background 
This section will cover the main theoretical concepts on which this study is based, namely the 

definition and various aspects of teams, and the characteristics of team roles. An overview of a 

few measurement methods is provided. Microworlds, as tools for scientific research, are also 

described. Finally, the C3Fire microworld environment is discussed. 

2.1 Teams 

Trivial though it seems, the concept of teams has been the subject of many decades of research. 

Here, I will describe some basic but important definitions and characteristics of teams and team 

roles. 

2.1.1 Definition 

Teams consist of two or more individuals that interact in the cooperative effort of reaching a 

certain goal or objective, where each individual takes on a certain functional role. Team 

members are interdependent – they each rely on the successful team role operation of the others 

in order to be successful themselves (Salas, Dickinson, Converse, & Tannenbaum, 1992). 

Critical to a team’s success is the ability of its members to distribute information and resources, 

coordinate and communicate in their individual activities, and adapt to dynamic task demands. 

Most importantly, there needs to exist an organizational structure or framework to support these 

processes (Salas et al., 1992). This is what Stewart and Barrick (2000) refers to as team 

structure. Furthermore, these structures vary in their hierarchical organization (Salas, Cooke, 

& Rosen, 2008). 

Groups, in contrast, come in two ways; formal, and informal (Jacobsson & Hällgren, 2016). 

Formal groups, on the one hand, differ from teams in that leadership is centralized and there is 

less interdependency between the tasks performed by different members (Jacobsson & 

Hällgren, 2016). Informal groups, on the other hand, are spontaneously initiated, and typically 

more casually coherent (Jacobsson & Hällgren, 2016). The social relations within the group are 

the main focus, rather than any task activities (Berggren, 2016). 

Teams, then, can be considered subsets of groups, but not all groups are necessarily teams. It is 

the collaborative and interdependent nature of teams that defines them (Jacobsson & Hällgren, 

2016). 
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2.1.2 Team roles 

Teams can take on countless shapes in countless domains. Team roles, therefore, vary greatly 

in their function and team integration. This presents a problem when trying to describe team 

roles from a general perspective – while two roles from different domains might seem similar, 

rarely are they identical. 

The Belbin team role inventory (see Belbin, 1981) is a popular framework for describing 

various team roles from a functional perspective (Eubanks et al., 2016). In this framework, there 

are eight (later increased to nine) general role archetypes that typically map onto team members 

in various ways. The roles defined in this framework are the following; 

I. Resource investigator – gather innovative ideas to bring back to the team. 

II. Team worker – enhances team cohesion and identifies work that needs completion. 

III. Coordinator – identifies team objectives and delegate tasks to team members. 

IV. Plant – creative problem solver that think outside the box. 

V. Monitor evaluator – keeps an unbiased eye on decisions required of the team. 

VI. Shaper – motivates the team to push forward with the project. 

VII. Implementer – devise work strategies for the team and follow them diligently. 

VIII. Completer finisher – look for errors in completed work before finishing any project. 

IX. (Specialist) – domain expert who knows the ins and outs of the project domain. 

Members of teams typically share the functional characteristics of at least one of these nine 

roles. 

Team roles are widely regarded as being complementary to each other and equally important 

to the success of teams. However, team leadership has been a prominent aspect in research on 

team role dynamics (Eubanks, 2016; see also Chiu, Owens, & Tesluk, 2016). Leadership can 

be assigned to a traditional leader role, or be distributed amongst the team members. In cases 

where a designated team leader exists, the role of the team leader is often considered to be the 

most vital for the team to function efficiently. Paradoxically, a distributed team leadership 

structure can result in teams functioning autonomously – adopting self-management, making 

decisions and taking initiatives on their own, which can also bolster the teams’ effectiveness 

(Chiu et al., 2016; Sundstrom, de Meuse, & Futrell, 1990). 
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In the case of the Belbin team role inventory described above (see Belbin, 1981), none of the 

roles represent the traditional leader role, however the coordinator role comes close (Eubanks 

et al., 2016). In a recent study, Eubanks et al. (2016) studied the team efficacy and performance 

impact in virtual distributed teams of three of the Belbin team roles; the coordinator, the 

implementer, and the completer finisher. The study found that efficient operation of the 

implementer and completer finisher roles had a greater impact on team performance than did 

the coordinator role (Eubanks et al., 2016). This suggests that—at least from a functional 

perspective such as the Belbin team role inventory—some roles are indeed more vital to a 

team’s success than others. 

What is apparent is that there is little yet conflicting research on team role significance 

regarding overall team performance impact. 

2.2 Measuring performance 

Performance can be measured and calculated in several ways. In this section, I will explain 

some of the ways in which this can be done. 

2.2.1 Holistic, composite, and construct performance measures 

Team performance can be viewed from different perspectives. On the one hand, it can be 

viewed from a holistic perspective as an emergent property of the team as a unit. On the other 

hand, it can be studied as a construct or product of several other qualities or metrics. 

One example of a holistic view of team performance is the Input-Process-Outcome (IPO) model 

of team effectiveness (Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp, & Gilson, 2008), depicted in Figure 1. In this 

framework, individual aspects (personality traits, competence, motivations, etc.), team-level 

factors (such as the structure of the task or activity, team dynamics, etc.), and organizational 

and contextual factors (e.g. organizational structure and complexity) combine as antecedent 

factors in the Input clause, which comprise any affordances and limitations pertaining to how 

team members interact (Mathieu et al., 2008). Input factors fuel various processes that enable 

the team to work towards its goal or accomplish a certain task. In describing how team members 

interact, insight into these processes can provide explanations on the Outcome – the consequent 

of the team activity, which includes team performance and affective reactions, for example 

(Mathieu et al., 2008). 
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Figure 1: IPO framework, adapted from Mathieu et al. (2008). 

Team performance can be further divided into two categories; performance behaviors and 

performance outcomes. Performance behaviors can be actions that the team can implement in 

accomplishing tasks, or improvements to team cognitive processes, for example. Performance 

outcomes are results that can, for instance, be assessed by an expert or managerial supervisor, 

or be calculated by summarizing simple metrics (Mathieu et al., 2008). 

Furthermore, various aspects of performance behaviors and outcomes can be combined into a 

composite performance score (Mathieu et al., 2008). Planning, problem solving, quality, 

productivity, and supervisor assessment scores are but a few examples of multifaceted 

performance aspects that can be used in this way. According to Mathieu et al. (2008), composite 

scores are likely to be reliable indicators of overall team performance. This is because 

composite scores encompass several dimensions of team performance in various activities, 

functions, and domains (Mathieu et al., 2008). 

Lastly, while the IPO model and composite performance scores are both holistic perspectives 

of team performance, an argument can be made that team performance can also be viewed as a 

construct of any number of the team members’ individual performance metrics – a “sum of its 

parts” perspective, one could say. In a similar vein, Cooke, Salas, Kiekel, and Bell (2004, p. 5) 

use the term “collective level” to discuss how team knowledge can be regarded to be the 

aggregate sum of the knowledge of each team member. Summarizing various simple metrics 

has the advantage of resulting in an overall team performance score that lends itself well to 

quantitative analysis, the drawback of which is, of course, that the overall score itself does not 

provide any insight into any of the underlying variables. An overall score of a hospital, for 
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example, carry a comparative value of some description, but it says nothing specific about the 

quality of care in the intensive care unit or neonatal unit. Information about these hospital wards 

is highly relevant to their respective patients but is hidden within the overall hospital score. 

Similar criticism is raised by Cooke et al. (2004, p. 5-6, 7) who argue that collective 

performance measures are unprocessed at a team level, and are not results of an integrated team 

workflow behavior. It seems reasonable to think, therefore, that construct—or collective—

scores are best used in conjunction with other performance metrics when it comes to scientific 

research. 

2.2.2 Objective and subjective measurements 

Performance outcome—be it on the individual or team level—can be measured in two distinct 

ways, namely by collecting objective measurements or subjective assessments of performance. 

A long-standing debate in science has been on the two traditional categories of measurements—

objective and subjective measurements—and the reliability and validity of each method 

(Muckler & Seven, 1992). Historically, subjective measurements have been the target of much 

criticism in numerous fields of science, where human perception and judgement have been 

regarded as unreliable – casting doubt on the resulting analysis (Muckler & Seven, 1992). 

Objective measurements, in comparison, have been widely regarded as a way to measure an 

objective truth which exists in the world independent of human existence or influence (Muckler 

& Seven, 1992). While skepticism is still prevalent in some sciences, others, such as social or 

behavioral science, have embraced the power of subjective measurements – which have, over 

time, become an integral part of qualitative research methodology (Muckler & Seven, 1992). 

Over the last few decades, a lot of research has been devoted to studying whether, and how, the 

two measurements are correlated. Interestingly, there seems to be a largely conflicting body of 

research on this matter. For example, subjective assessments of company profitability (e.g. 

return on investment, ROI) have been found to correlate rather well with objective data from 

company financial records (Dawes, 1999; Wall et al., 2004). Contrarywise, Bommer, Johnson, 

Rich, Podsakoff, and MacKenzie (1995) found evidence of no correlation in their meta-study, 

adding to a long list of similar results from previous studies suggesting that the two methods of 

measurements are different. Intriguingly, several previous meta-studies have found no 

significant differences between objective and subjective measurements, which indicates that 

more research is needed on the subject (Bommer et al., 1995). 
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There is an interesting philosophical aspect to this topic that is worth a brief mention. According 

to Muckler and Seven (1992, p. 444), objectivity can be regarded as “consensus of subjective 

opinion” – for example in the case of measuring objective physical beauty. Furthermore, it can 

be argued that human subjectivity is an inherent aspect of any and all scientific activity—

including the choice of what objective measurements to use—and that the distinction between 

the objective and the subjective might not, therefore, be of any real practical use (Muckler & 

Seven, 1992). 

It seems, then, that this debate is far from settled. Until a definitive answer on which method of 

measurement is to be preferred, most scientists have come to recommend that objective and 

subjective measurements should be seen as complementary to each other (Bommer et al., 1995; 

Dawes, 1999; Muckler & Seven, 1992; Wall et al., 2004). 

2.3 Microworlds 

Studies in psychology have long had problems regarding complexity (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993; 

Cooke & Gorman, 2013). The dynamic nature of field studies often prevents the experimental 

control and collection of precise measurements necessary for scientific purposes (Cooke & 

Gorman, 2013). Laboratory studies, on the other hand, are too static and unnatural in ways that 

hamper the online cognitive processing that occurs in “real world” situations (Cooke & 

Gorman, 2013). This dichotomy has proven difficult to overcome as the two approaches provide 

widely different perspectives on the human condition (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993). 

For over thirty years, a popular toolset among researchers in bridging the gap between these 

methodological philosophies has been microworlds (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993), also known as 

“scaled worlds” in America (MacMillan, Entin, Hess, & Paley, 2004). Microworlds are 

computer generated simulations of systems and environments in which participants—

individually or in teams—are tasked with maintaining control of a process or complex system 

by various means. These systems are typically characterized as being dynamic, complex, and 

opaque (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993; Gonzalez, Vanyukov, & Martin, 2005). They are dynamic 

in the sense that any state in the system is a function of any previous actions performed by the 

participants as well as scripted events at certain points (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993). The 

complexity of the system is due to the number of component parts in the system along with the 

number and nature of the interrelationships between these components (Gonzalez et al., 2005). 

There is no one way to accomplish tasks – contradictory goals are common and require 
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participants to make priorities, and act upon those priorities, in real time (Brehmer & Dörner, 

1993). A system’s opaqueness refers to the fact that not all changes in states within the system 

are visible to participants, who, instead, have to make more or less informed guesses about the 

state of the system (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993). Opaqueness is, therefore, partially dependent 

on what prior knowledge participants have of the system, and the availability and presentation 

of information (Gonzalez et al., 2005). 

A myriad of microworld environments have been developed over the years. The following list 

is but a short sample of the various systems available; 

I. Distributed Dynamic Decision-making, or DDD, is a highly configurable microworld 

system in which researchers can simulate various scenarios ranging from medical 

situations to command and control scenarios for military purposes. Participating teams 

can be distributed geographically which provides some flexibility in participant 

recruitment and research options (Cooke & Gorman, 2013). The system records logs of 

numerous events during sessions, such as task completions, response times, transferring 

of resources, email messages, and voice communications – all of which can be used to 

analyze aspects of team cognition (MacMillan, Entin, et al., 2004).  

II. NeoCITIES is a microworld environment aimed at emergency crisis management, 

specifically. Teams of individuals or sub-teams operate as police forces, fire fighters, 

emergency medical staff, or hazardous materials staff and distribute their respective 

resources in response to simulated emergency events. These events can vary from 

natural disasters to accidents or even terrorist attacks (Cooke & Gorman, 2013). 

III. In the Moro microworld, participants are tasked with advising a fictitious African 

tribe—the Moros (not the Philippine tribe of the same name)—and help improve the 

living conditions in their society (Brehmer & Dörner, 1993; Johansson, 2003). Working 

in “turns” representing a full year, participants manage several ecological factors that 

affect the Moro tribe, including population size, livestock, crops, and irrigation. These 

factors are highly interdependent, and the challenge is to keep this ecological system in 

balance while steadily improving the quality of life for the tribe and make enough profit 

to repay an initial loan debt when a certain number of years have passed (Johansson, 

2003). 

While these microworlds may look and function differently, their common denominator is that 

they are designed to capture the functional essence of a task. One challenge in designing a 
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microworld environment, or indeed designing a microworld experiment configuration, is to 

identify what task relationships constitutes the essence of the activity, and which ones can be 

left out (Ehret, Gray, & Kirschenbaum, 2000). Part of the point of microworld systems is to 

reduce the complexity of the real world in such a way that it can be simulated and analyzed in 

a manageable way. If a complex, high-fidelity, and highly realistic simulation existed, it would 

be almost as difficult to understand as the real world, which defeats the purpose of modelling 

the world in order to better understand it (Johansson, 2003). Another issue in microworld 

research pertains to tractability, which is highly dependent on what research questions are being 

studied (Ehret et al., 2000). The researcher has to determine whether using the simulation can 

provide answers to those research questions, what data to collect, and the granularity of these 

data (Ehret et al., 2000). The final challenge faced by microworld researchers that of participant 

engagement (Ehret et al., 2000). Participants can be motivated for a variety of reasons; 

monetary compensation, entertainment, or personal investment in the domain setting being 

simulated, to name a few examples (Ehret et al., 2000). When properly motivated, participants 

are more likely to focus on the task at hand, which is necessary for collecting reliable data. 

Furthermore, motivation can fill the gaps in the simulation – enhancing the perceived realism 

of the task environment (Ehret et al., 2000). Researchers should be careful, however, when 

opting not to simulate tedious or “boring” aspects of the activity as these elements may be 

crucial components of task relationships (Ehret et al., 2000). Figure 2, below, illustrates how 

the dimensions discussed above affect microworld systems. 

 

Figure 2: Simulated Task Environments, adapted from Ehret et al. (2000). 
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2.3.1 Microworld validity 

Although they are simulations, microworlds are designed to tap into and activate similar 

cognitive processes that do their real-world counterpart activities. By capturing and focusing 

on the fundamental aspects of real world domains, microworlds are similar enough to the real 

world that the underlying behavioral processes can be studied in a controlled, yet dynamic, 

environment (Rigas et al., 2002; Waern & Canas, 2003). Their ecological validity is, therefore, 

considered to be fairly high (Rigas et al., 2002). Monitoring, planning, or recognition-primed 

decision making are examples of everyday macrocognitive processes that are believed to be 

actively involved in microworld interaction (Gonzalez et al., 2005). Furthermore, individual 

performance scores in microworld environments have been found to be correlated with IQ 

scores (Rigas et al., 2002). 

Other research has suggested quite the opposite – that microworlds lack ecological validity due 

to the delicate balancing act of designing microworlds and configurations that preserve the 

naturalistic aspects of the activities they simulate (Sapateiro, Ferreira, & Antunes, 2011). On a 

related note, Johansson (2003) discuss how since microworlds are rudimentary simulations, any 

physical or mental demands imposed on participants are features of the simulation rather than 

the real world it is modelled upon. No simulation can fully replicate or generate the same 

responses as the real world. Furthermore, participants of microworld studies are typically 

students, who are not trained professionals in the domain upon which any particular microworld 

is modelled (Johansson, 2003). Johansson (2003) continues to argue that even if they were, the 

ecological validity of the results could still be questioned since participants would still know it 

was a simulation—which, again, brings up the limitations of simulations—and would represent 

a very specific subpopulation. Since results of microworld studies are rarely generalizable at 

face value—for reasons discussed above—one should study interesting phenomena using 

different population sets and various domain settings, which would ensure the ecological 

validity of the results (Johansson, 2003). 

The scientific community engaged in microworld studies seems to be largely aware of the major 

pitfalls involved in utilizing and designing microworld systems and experiments. An ever 

growing body of research have yielded positive results and valuable knowledge in, for example, 

team training in collaborative decision making (MacMillan, Entin, et al., 2004), team 

organization (Jobidon et al., 2014), team composition (Gustavsson & Bäccman, 2001), and 

performance (Rigas et al., 2002). 
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2.3.2 The C3Fire microworld 

The C3Fire microworld gets its name from the acronym of command, control, and 

communication—hence C3—and because its domain setting is the extinguishing of a forest fire 

(Granlund, 2002). Forest fire fighting is a suitable domain to simulate because it promotes and 

requires good team dynamics by providing a dynamic environment in which teams must 

cooperate (Granlund, Johansson, & Persson, 2001). The C3Fire system simulates fires, 

vegetation of different varieties, houses that risk destruction, civilians who need rescuing, and 

fire-fighting and support units (Granlund, 2002; Granlund et al., 2001). C3Fire is highly flexible 

in its configuration, and allows for various organizational structures depending on research 

needs. For example, teams can be tasked with commanding different firefighting units, such as 

fire engines, water trucks, fuel trucks, helicopters, and others. Tasks on management level can 

also be simulated, requiring a small staff to manage the operation from a more abstract 

perspective (Granlund et al., 2001). 

Interaction with the C3Fire system is done using a Geographic Information System (GIS) – a 

rudimentary map with icons representing fires, vegetation, houses, etc. Participants can update 

the GIS with new information and share it with each other (Granlund, 2002). Furthermore, 

participants communicate through an integrated mail system and staff members rely heavily on 

the efficient use of this system as this is their primary source of information about the state of 

the world, along with updates to the GIS system (Granlund, 2002). This is especially true if the 

system is configured so that the map is partially hidden from view – that is, when participants 

can only see static objects on the map, but fire and other units are not visible until they are 

within a unit’s line of sight. Additional optional information can be provided by time and wind 

indicators or object legends, for example (Granlund et al., 2001). An example configuration of 

the user interface in C3Fire can be seen in Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3: C3Fire interface example. In the center: the GIS system map with X, Y coordinates. Left column: unit information 
and control. Top right: object palette. Bottom right: mail system. 

During a session, the C3Fire system records logs of all scripted events and activities performed 

by participants. The logs includes information about the contents and frequency of any GIS 

updates, mail correspondence, and unit movements and activities (Granlund, 2002). An 

objective performance score can be calculated by extracting data on the amount of burned out 

areas and houses, while data on mail correspondence or GIS updates can be used as basis for 

quantitative analysis (Granlund, 2002). 

C3Fire is an established research tool and has featured in many research projects and papers 

(see e.g. Baroutsi, 2014; Berggren, Prytz, Johansson, & Nahlinder, 2011; Jobidon et al., 2014).  
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3 Method 
C3Fire was the microworld of choice because it its configurability and domain setting catered 

to the needs and interests of the current study. This section will provide an account of how this 

study was conducted. This includes an overview of the two pilot studies conducted, a 

description of the participants and experimental design used, any materials and equipment used, 

as well as a description of the scenarios and configurations used in C3Fire. Lastly, a step by 

step description of the experiment procedure and analysis methodology will follow. Figure 4 

illustrates the process in which research was conducted. 

 
Figure 4: Workflow of the research process. 

3.1 First pilot study 

An initial pilot study revealed some balancing issues in the scenarios used. For instance, pilot 

study participants reported that the scenarios were experienced as too easy and too predictable. 

New fires started with regular 5-minute intervals which, although no participant reported having 

noticed this regularity, meant that workload was evenly distributed temporally. This effect was 

enhanced by the fact that scripted email messages were sent to all participants telling them 

where each new fire had started. The regularity of the onset of new fires combined with a 

warning message for each new fire resulted in a lack of difficulty which was not optimal for 

the research purposes of this study. More importantly, the warning messages effectively 

bypassed the role of the Information Chief, whose main responsibility was to use the UAV 

(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) unit to scout the map for new fires. 

Another revelation from the first pilot study was that the experiment took longer than expected 

to complete. The main reason for this was that participants needed various amounts of time to 

complete the sets of questionnaires after each scenario. The estimated time requirement of 

participating was adjusted accordingly – from approximately two hours to 2.5 hours. 

Further adjustments were made following the first pilot study. To increase the sense of 

difficulty, a change was implemented so that a message indicating where a fire had started was 
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only sent at the onset of the first fire of each scenario. Any subsequent fire was started 

unbeknownst to the participants, which again made relevant the efficient use of the UAV unit 

by the Information Chief. Furthermore, the regularity of the onset of new fires was also 

modified so that the first fire started immediately at the start of each scenario. The second fire 

would start four minutes into the scenario which forced teams to redistribute their resources if 

they had not yet put out the first fire. The third and final fire would ignite ten minutes into the 

scenario, six minutes after the onset of the second fire. This left teams with five minutes to fight 

the third fire given that they located it instantly. 

3.2 Second pilot study 

Issues raised in the first pilot study were addressed and subsequently tested in a second pilot 

study. The second pilot study indicated that the changes made to the test procedure and 

modifications to the software configuration had produced the intended effect of increasing the 

difficulty of the scenarios to a challenging but manageable level. No additional changes were 

made after this test. Thusly, results from the second pilot test were considered valid data and 

were included in the final analysis. 

3.3 Participants 

For this study, 48 participants (26 male, 22 female – mean age 27.06 years, SD = 7.86) were 

contacted and recruited by email. 33 (68.75%) of them were students and 15 (31.25%) were 

employed. Participants were chosen based on their availability rather than other parameters 

such as gender or age. Participants were asked to assess their familiarity with the other 

participants on their team using a scale ranging from 1 to 7, where 1 represented “never met 

before” and 7 meaning “very close friend”, see appendix 2. Summing up these scores for each 

participant could yield a minimum familiarity score of 3 (rating each team member as a 1), and 

a maximum of 21 (rating each team member as a 7). In this way, participants reported a mean 

familiarity score of 11.77 (SD = 4.94) towards their fellow team members. Also, participants 

assessed their experience working with computers using a 7-point scale ranging from “no 

experience” to “plenty of experience” and reported a mean experience score of 5.38 (SD = 

1.36). Five participants had experience of military service (M = 9.9 months, SD = 4.44). No 

participants reported having any previous experience of C3Fire. Participants were compensated 

with a 100SEK gift card. 
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3.4 Ethics 

When arriving to an experiment session, participants read and signed a written consent form 

which explained to them the purpose and contents of the study, see appendix 1. This also 

informed participants that their data would be available for scientific purposes only, while 

remaining confidential to outside parties. Furthermore, participants were informed that they had 

the right to abort their participation at any point during or after the experiment session, and have 

their data destroyed if they so desired. This study was conducted in accordance with the 

Swedish Research Council’s (Vetenskapsrådet, 2011) guidelines for ethical research practices. 

3.5 Design 

The current study utilized a repeated measure within-group experiment design where 48 

participants were divided into 12 teams of four. Each team encountered the same set of three 

different scenarios, as described below in section 3.5.2. The order in which teams encountered 

each of these scenarios was counterbalanced to control for any learning or order effects. 

3.5.1 Team roles 

Teams consisted of four distinct roles that differed in what resources they had at their disposal, 

and in the interdependent relationships with the other roles. The roles used in this study were 

the following; 

I. Information Chief – The information chief (IC) had access to a UAV (Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle) unit that could traverse the map to look for fires, houses, or civilians. 

The UAV unit had a view distance of 5x5 squares, as opposed to the 3x3 square view 

distance imposed on all other units in the system. It also moved significantly faster than 

any ground units. More importantly, the UAV could be instructed to patrol the map in 

various patterns as defined by the IC. In this way, the IC had the option of instructing 

the UAV to patrol certain areas autonomously and instead focus his or her efforts on 

instructing the other team members through the mail system. The IC could also tag 

individual squares on the map with icons for fire, houses, civilians, etc., to alert the other 

team members of events outside their own line of sight. 

II. Fire Chief – The fire chief (FC) commanded five fire trucks and had the main 

responsibility of putting out fires. The fire trucks needed to be provided with water to 

function efficiently but had an unlimited amount of fuel. Thusly, the FC was highly 
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dependent on the efforts of the logistics chief (LC). However, the FC could choose to 

refill the fire trucks with water at certain water pumps scattered across the map, which 

were always visible to the FC. 

III. Logistics Chief – The logistics chief (LC) had three water and fuel trucks—two of 

which carried only water, the third one transported both water and fuel—and two fire 

engines at his or her disposal. While the fire trucks were identical to those commanded 

by the FC, the water trucks needed to fill up with water at water pumps, but the 

combined water and fuel truck had, effectively, an unlimited fuel tank that did not 

require refilling. The LC could see the position of the water and fuel pumps on the map. 

Water and fuel trucks needed to be highly mobile to provide all fire trucks with water, 

and rescue vehicles with fuel. The LC needed to pay close attention to any requests for 

water or fuel. 

IV. Rescue Chief – The rescue chief (RC) was responsible for rescuing civilians hold up in 

buildings or in the open. Two rescue vehicles were available to the RC in this effort. 

The rescue vehicles could only carry four civilians at a time and needed to transport 

them to a hospital before attempting to rescue more. The rescue vehicles needed fuel to 

move around, and could fill up with fuel at a fuel pump or by the fuel truck commanded 

by the LC. While the rescue vehicles could locate stranded civilians on their own, their 

short viewing distance meant that the RC benefited substantially from the efficient 

information flow provided by the IC. The RC also had access to two fire trucks identical 

to those of the FC and LC. 

 
Figure 5: Team structure and communication paths (dotted lines). 

No designated leader role existed, so leadership was naturally and uniquely distributed in each 

team. Participants could communicate with each other individually or with the entire team. The 

organizational structure of the teams is illustrated in Figure 5 above. 
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3.5.2 Scenarios and scenario order 

The independent variable used in this study was the ignite time configuration in C3Fire. The 

ignite time setting dictates how long it takes for any cell adjacent to a fire cell to burst into 

flame. It is one of the primary settings that define how quickly fire spreads, and thus the level 

of difficulty. The ignite times used in this study were 60, 80, and 100 time units, where 60 is 

the shortest ignite time which would make this the most difficult setting since the fire would 

spread more quickly. These ignite times were configured in three separate scenarios; D3-100, 

D1-80, and D2-60, representing the 100, 80, and 60 ignite time settings, respectively. The 

simulated world was partially hidden from view on the interface maps. Static objects like trees, 

houses, and pumps were always visible to participants, but certain objects—like civilians, fires, 

or even the units of other participants—were invisible on the map until they were within the 

line of sight of any unit. These objects would then be visible to the participant controlling the 

unit that spotted the object. 

Five scenarios were used in total; two for training, and three for data collection. Each training 

scenario ran for 10 minutes and each data collection scenario ran for 15 minutes. 

The first training scenario was intended to teach participants on the basics of maneuvering their 

units and understanding the interface. Only one fire was present in this scenario so participants 

could train in fighting it. 

The second training scenario was noticeably more difficult than the first. Three fires started 

simultaneously, making this training scenario a “baptism by fire”, if you will. This challenge 

further highlighted the concept and importance of teamwork. 

The three data scenarios shared the same map but were rotated 90º in different directions to 

give the illusion of a new setting. The only things that differed between them were the locations 

of where fires would start and, more importantly, the ignite time configuration. There were 

three fires in each scenario, one of which always began immediately at the start of each scenario. 

Participants received an automated email message from the system telling them the location of 

this initial fire. Fires two and three, however, were not advertised, leaving teams with the 

responsibility of finding them. Fire number two began four minutes into each scenario, and the 

third and final fire began after 10 minutes had passed in total and only five minutes remained. 

This left teams with the prospect of possibly fighting one fire for four minutes, two fires for six 

minutes, and three fires for a maximum of five minutes. 
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To control for any learning effects, groups of teams encountered the three scenarios in different 

order. This order was in a sense semi-determined – it was decided beforehand that the twelve 

teams were to be divided into three groups of teams where each group encountered a different 

scenario order. The idea being that no group of four teams were to play the same scenario in 

any given order. It was decided upon the arrival of the first team in each block which order 

should be implemented to make this work. The same scenario order was then used for the three 

subsequent teams in that block. The first block of four teams began by playing the medium 

scenario (D1-80), followed by the difficult scenario (D2-60), and lastly the easy scenario (D3-

100). The second block of four teams played the difficult scenario first, then the easy scenario, 

and finished by playing the medium scenario. The third and final block of teams first played 

the easy scenario, then the medium scenario, and finally the difficult scenario. 

3.5.3 Measurements 

Nine dependent measurements were collected. These were the following; 

I. Team scores: every team received a score for each of the three scenarios completed. A 

description of how these were measured can be found in section 3.5.4 on scoring, below. 

II. Subjective individual performance assessments of each of the four roles: these were 

collected after each scenario by using the DATMA questionnaire instrument described 

in section 3.6.1. Reported scores were measured in millimeters using a ruler to measure 

where the lines of marked X:es intersected.  

III. Command input counts of each of the four roles: these measures were collected and 

calculated from the log files of each scenario session. Input counts of the fire, logistics, 

and rescue chiefs were automatically calculated by the C3Fire analysis tool. Command 

input counts for the information chief role, however, was not automatically calculated. 

Instead, this had to be manually collected from the log files. This was done using a 

simple Python script to count the instances of strings matching val = “42 through val = 

“44 which, in the log files, represent various input actions by the information chief role 

to maneuver the UAV unit. These numbers were added to the number of times the 

information chief inserted a “fire” or “object” (house, tent, civilians, etc.) mark on the 

map, as reported by the log file analysis tool output. The total information chief 

command input count ultimately included three unit control input types (represented by 

42, 43, and 44 in the log files) plus the frequency of fire and object map inserts. 
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While team scores are further explained in the next section (3.5.4), a brief note on the individual 

performance measures is warranted. These were measured using both subjective (II) and 

objective (III) measurements, as recommended in the literature (see 2.2.2). Furthermore, the 

objective measures used—described above in item III—were aggregate sum scores, similar to 

how piecemeal team scores were described in section 2.2.1. Likewise, to further the analogy, 

the subjective performance scores described in item II above could be considered a holistic 

performance measure at the individual level. 

3.5.4 Scoring 

Participants were informed that their teams would have points deducted from their performance 

score depending on what objects were destroyed in the simulation. Team scores were calculated 

using only cells and objects that were burned out (destroyed). These objects included normal 

cells, birch and pine trees, tents, houses, and civilians located in open terrain and in houses and 

tents. The negative score associated with each object can be found in Table 1 below. Note that, 

in this study, team performance outcome can be considered a hybrid or synthesis of a holistic 

and a piecemeal perspective on performance, as discussed in 2.2.1. While the total team score 

is a holistic measure as it is the result of collective teamwork and team cognitive processes, it 

is also the sum of its parts as numerous metrics—burned out trees, houses, etc.—constitute its 

component parts. 

Table 1: Scoring system 

Normal cells 
(empty) 

Birch trees Pine trees Tents Houses Civilians in 
terrain or 
housing 

-1 -5 -5 -15 -50 -100 

Team performance scores were calculated by first establishing a baseline or “worst case” score 

by letting each scenario run for the full 15 minutes without any intervention whatsoever. This 

allowed the fire to spread uninterrupted, showing what would happen if no team member 

performed any action at all. All instances of a burned-out object type in Table 1 were then 

multiplied by its corresponding negative score and summed up. This total negative score 

represented the team performance score if no one acted at all. The baseline team scores of each 

scenario are shown in Table 2 below. Note that the numbers 100, 80, and 60 in the scenario 

names indicate the ignite time discussed in section 3.5.2 on scenarios. 
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Table 2: Baseline scores for scenarios used. 

Scenario D3-100 (easy) D1-80 (medium) D2-60 (difficult) 

Baseline score -1264 -2227 -4222 

The live team performance scores for each scenario were calculated in much the same way as 

the baseline scores to arrive at a negative total score. This score was then divided by the baseline 

score of each corresponding scenario. This value was finally subtracted from 1 so that a higher 

value signified a better performance. The equation, thusly, was the following; 

𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑚	𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 1 −	
𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚	𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒	𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒	𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜	𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑

 

3.6 Equipment 

This section will cover the hardware and questionnaire materials used in this study. 

3.6.1 DATMA 

For collecting the subjective performance measures of individual participants, the Distributed 

Assessment of Team Mutual Awareness (MacMillan, Paley, Entin, & Entin, 2004) 

questionnaire set was used. Specifically, a Swedish translated DATMA questionnaire by 

Baroutsi, Berggren, Nählinder, and Johansson (2013) was modified to include the four team 

roles—described in 3.5.1—that were used in this study. This question item, illustrated in Figure 

6 below, asks participants to rate their individual performance on a Likert scale ranging from 

very low to very high. Scores were collected by using a ruler to measure the distance in 

millimeters from the left-end side of the scale to the center of the mark made by participants. 

Using this system, participants could report a self-assessed individual performance score of 0 

to 153. 

 
Figure 6: Subjective individual performance assessment from DATMA (MacMillan et al., 2005). Swedish translation by 

Baroutsi et al. (2013). 

The DATMA questionnaire set is a tool used primarily for assessing cognitive aspects at a team 

level which was not the purpose of the current study. The rest of the DATMA questionnaire set 

was not, therefore, included in any further analysis. The DATMA tool was part of a larger 
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questionnaire set with also included the Shared Priorities (Berggren, 2016), Crew Awareness 

Rating Scale (McGuinness & Foy, 2000), and the Transactive Memory Systems (Wegner, 1987; 

Wegner, Giuliano, & Hertel, 1985) questionnaire tools. None of these were relevant for the 

current study, however, and were not included in the analysis. 

3.6.2 Apparatus and setup 

Participants used four identical laptop computers (Lenovo ThinkPad, Intel Core i7-6500U CPU 

@ 2.50GHz, 8 GB RAM, Microsoft Windows 10 64-bit), along with a connected computer 

mouse (Logitech M90). As server host for running the C3Fire session, a fifth laptop computer 

(Lenovo ideapad Y700, Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60GHz, 16 GB RAM, Microsoft 

Windows 10 64-bit) was used by the researchers. The computers were connected to a LAN 

network. This study was done using C3Fire version 3.2.12.06. Figure 7 depicts the physical 

setup used, and how participants (P) and the researchers (R) were separated by cardboard screen 

walls. 

 
Figure 7: Physical setup. Participants (P) and researchers (R) were separated by cardboard screen walls (black lines). 
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3.7 Procedure 

A graphic representation of the procedure of this study is depicted in Figure 8, below. 

 
Figure 8: Procedure overview. 

Sessions were divided into two phases – an introductory training phase, and a data collection 

phase. During introduction, participants were asked to read and sign a consent form, see 

appendix 1. They were also instructed to interrupt the introduction should they have any 

questions. Once all consent forms had been collected, participants were introduced to the 

C3Fire microworld. This was done verbally by script in combination with a whiteboard where 

the most vital and basic information was presented. Participants were then asked to volunteer 

for each vacant team role but were appointed by experiment leaders if no volunteer spoke up. 

Once role allocation had been completed, participants were instructed to practice their 

respective roles in C3Fire. Participants first encountered training scenario number one—

described in 3.5.2—for 10 minutes, after which teams were asked to discuss opinions and ideas 

freely for a few minutes until all computer stations had been prepared for training scenario 

number two. Teams then played training scenario number two for 10 minutes. Upon completion 

of this final training run, teams were allowed another five minutes to discuss strategies and 

ideas since they had received only limited training. Finally, participants were again asked to 

vent any questions they might have. With this, the training phase ended and the data collection 

phase began. 

The data collection phase was structured so that one of the three data collection scenarios was 

completed and the set of questionnaires for scenario one was filled out. This was followed by 

a 15-minute break where biscuits were available and teams could discuss their performance and 

strategy. Data collection scenario number two followed in much the same way; the scenario 

was completed and the questionnaires were filled out before a 5-minute break where teams 
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could refine their strategies while their workstations were prepared for the last scenario. Lastly, 

the final scenario was completed and participants filled out the final set of questionnaires. This 

marked the end of the data collection phase and indeed the experiment itself. Participants 

received their gift cards and proper thanks, and were debriefed on the purpose of the study 

before leaving. 

3.8 Analysis 

In this subsection, a brief explanation is provided as to what statistical procedures were used 

and how they were conducted, as well as their purpose. 

3.8.1  Analyses of variance 

A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to assess the effects of learning. 

Team Score was submitted as the dependent variable, and the Scenario Order variable—

represented as categorical values of 1, 2, or 3—was entered as the fixed factor. This procedure 

calculated differences in mean scores between sessions, the expected pattern being that if a 

learning effect existed, it would manifest as an increase in team scores as teams completed one, 

two, and three scenarios. 

Team performance scores were also analyzed for statistically significant mean differences 

between the three scenarios by conducting a univariate ANOVA using the Scenario type—and 

thereby the ignite times—as a fixed factor, and Team Score as the dependent variable. This test 

would reveal whether teams performed better or worse depending on what scenario was played. 

The subjective individual performance assessments from the DATMA questionnaire were 

analyzed using a 3*4 factorial ANOVA with the Scenario (easy, medium, difficult) and role 

(information, fire, logistics, and rescue chiefs) variables as fixed factors. This was done to study 

the main and interaction effects of the fixed factor variables on self-assessed performance 

scores. This would reveal if participants assessed their individual performances differently 

depending on their role and what scenario was played, as well as if combinations of these had 

any effect. All results were adjusted for repeated measurements using the Bonferroni correction 

procedure. 

The number of command input actions performed by participants were also analyzed using a 

Bonferroni-corrected 3*4 factorial ANOVA identical to the one described above. This analysis 
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was done to investigate the main and interaction effects of scenario and role types on the 

command input activity of participants. Again, this would determine whether command input 

counts differed between participants depending on their role and what scenario they played, as 

well as if combinations of roles and scenarios differed. 

3.8.2 Correlations  

Correlations between all dependent variables were obtained by calculating their pairwise 

Pearson’s r values. These results would provide preliminary insights into whether any further 

tests were necessary. Specifically, potential correlations between team score and the command 

input counts of each role were of great interest, as any significant results could be indicative of 

a deeper causal relationship. 

3.8.3  Hierarchical multiple regression model 

A hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to investigate to what degree the command 

input counts of each role could be used to predict the final team score. This test was intended 

to provide answers to the main research question of this study; what role has the greatest impact 

on team score? The scenario type and ordering variables were included in the model to control 

for their effects. These were dummy coded into several variables seeing as they both were 

nominal numerical variables with more than two levels (three and four, respectively). Several 

pre-tests were run to test the various assumptions related to multiple linear regression models. 
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4 Results 
This section of the thesis will present the results of each statistical analysis that was conducted 

on the various data elements. 

4.1 Learning effects 

A univariate ANOVA was conducted to assess whether a learning effect occurred as experiment 

sessions progressed. This test submitted Team Score as the dependent variable and Scenario 

Ordering as a categorical fixed factor variable. Four outliers were removed prior to conducting 

this test. All statistical assumptions were met. Descriptive statistics of the results are presented 

in Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Evolution of mean team scores over entire experiment session. 

Scenario nr. 1 2 3 (Overall) 
Mean team score .730 .749 .755 .746 

SD .113 .109 .108 .107 
N 10 11 11 32 

Results of the ANOVA were not significant, F(2, 29) = .135, p = .874, η9:  = .009, which 

indicated that team scores did not differ significantly depending on the order in which scenarios 

were completed. No further post hoc tests were therefore analyzed. The results suggested no 

significant increase in team scores as teams progressed through the experiments 

chronologically. 
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4.2 Team performance scores 

Team performance scores were calculated in the manner described in section 3.5.4 on scores. 

Table 4, below, presents the mean team scores for each of the three scenarios, as well as the 

experiment overall. Figure 9, below, illustrates the mean team scores for each scenario in a 

chart. To reiterate – team scores are values between 0 and 1 where 0 represents a performance 

on par with the “worst case scenario” baseline points, and 1 would be equal to a “perfect 

performance” where nothing was destroyed. 

Table 4: Team score results matrix. 

Scenario D3-100 (easy) D1-80 (medium) D2-60 (difficult) Overall 

Mean team scores 
SD 

.779 
(.100) 

.755 
(.128) 

.690 
(.071) 

.746 
(.107) 

 Min - Max .547 - .876 .533 - .878 .600 - .792 .533 - .878 
N 12 11 9 32 

A univariate ANOVA was conducted to investigate differences in mean team scores between 

the three scenario levels. Four extreme outlier cases were identified and excluded from the 

analysis. No statistical assumptions were violated in this test. The results of the ANOVA were 

not statistically significant, F(2, 29) = 1.909, p = .166, η9:  = .116. Figure 9, below, illustrates 

the reason why that is. 

 
Figure 9: Mean team scores and confidence intervals. 
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The upright and inverted T-shapes connected to each dot—each mean score—corresponds to 

the upper and lower confidence intervals at the 95% confidence interval level. The chart clearly 

illustrates that these is substantial overlap in the confidence intervals of each scenario mean 

score. This means that there is no statistically significant difference in mean team scores 

between the three scenarios. 

4.3 Correlations between measurements 

Pearson’s r correlation values were calculated to investigate whether any immediately 

noticeable or statistically significant relationships existed between the various data measures 

collected. The resulting correlation matrix is presented in Table 5, below. 

Table 5: Pearson's r correlation matrix of collected measurements. 

  SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 Team score (.107)         
2 IC command inputs  (101.95) .024        
3 FC command inputs (37.01) .300 .669**       
4 LC command inputs (26.57) .425* .005 .417*      
5 RC command inputs (23.26) -.011 .363* .304 .199     
6 IC performance assessment (30.30) .134 .109 .041 .176 .161    
7 FC performance assessment (31.26) -.119 .116 .420* .124 .317 .151   
8 LC performance assessment (30.26) .282 -.343 -.199 .371* -.510** -.053 -.071  
9 RC performance assessment (26.45) .322 -.049 .084 .187 -.033 -.011 -.225 .162 

  *. correlations are significant at the p = .05 level. 
**. correlations are significant at the p = .01 level. 
Note: IC = Information Chief, FC = Fire Chief, LC = Logistics Chief, RC = Rescue Chief 

The results indicate significant correlations between team scores and the command input count 

of the logistics chief (LC) role, r(32) = .425, p = .015. Furthermore, significant correlations 

between the command input counts and individual performance assessment scores were found 

for the LC role, r(32) = .371, p = .037, and the fire chief (FC) role, r(32) = .420, p = .017. 

Significant correlations were also found between the LC and FC command input counts, r(32) 

= .417, p = .017, the FC and information chief (IC) command input counts, r(32) = .669, p < 

.01, and the rescue chief (RC) and IC command input counts, r(32) = .363, p = .041. Lastly, a 

significant correlation was found between the RC command input count and the LC individual 

performance assessment variables, r(32) = -.510, p < .01. No other significant correlations were 

found. All but one of these correlations were positive, meaning that as one of these variables 

increased, so too did its correlated counterpart – except for the case of the negatively correlated 

pair of the RC command input count-LC performance assessment where if one of them 

increased the other would decrease. 
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4.4 Subjective role performance assessment 

Mean scores from the subjective individual performance assessment were calculated for each 

role across scenarios and are presented in Table 6 below. 

Table 3: Subjective individual performance assessment matrix. Std. dev. in parentheses. 

Scenario  Information Chief Fire Chief Logistics Chief Rescue Chief 
D3-100 
(easy) 

Mean score 88.33 
(31.72) 

90.33 
(27.92) 

99.08 
(35.09) 

89.83 
(29.06) 

 N 12 12 12 12 
      
D1-80 
(medium) 

Mean score 81.18 
(27.57) 

88.64 
(38.07) 

82.55 
(32.26) 

81.27 
(27.40) 

 N 11 11 11 11 
      
D2-60 
(difficult) 

Mean score 68.67 
(31.21) 

100.56 
(28.33) 

80.22 
(16.86) 

94.56 
(22.27) 

 N 9 9 9 9 
      
Overall Mean score 80.34 

(30.30) 
92.63 

(31.26) 
88.09 

(30.36) 
88.22 

(26.45) 
 N 32 32 32 32 

A 3 (scenario: easy, medium, difficult) x 4 (role: info, fire, logistics, rescue) factorial univariate 

ANOVA was conducted to study differences in how participants assessed their individual 

performances depending on their designated role and what scenario was played. Four outlier 

cases were removed before conducting the analysis. All statistical assumptions were tenant for 

this test. No significant main effects were detected for neither the scenario, F(2, 116) = .981, p 

= .378, η9:  = .017, nor role, F(3, 116) = 1.166, p = .326, η9:  = .029, factors. The interaction effect 

was also not significant, F(6, 116) = .814, p = .561, η9:  = .040. These results suggested no 

statistically significant differences in performance self-assessment scores between the three 

scenario configurations, between the four team roles, or any combination of the two aspects. 
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4.5 Role command inputs 

Mean number of command inputs per team role, and for each scenario, can be found below in 

Table 7. 

Table 4: Command input counter matrix. Std. dev. in parentheses. 

Scenario  Information Chief Fire Chief Logistics Chief Rescue Chief 
D3-100 
(easy) 

Mean inputs 159.58 
(77.46) 

96.83 
(38.54) 

88.08 
(21.75) 

127.17 
(22.22) 

 N 12 12 12 12 
      
D1-80 
(medium) 

Mean inputs 220.91 
(99.83) 

116.36 
(35.08) 

84.64 
(25.71) 

133.82 
(23.95) 

 N 11 11 11 11 
      
D2-60 
(difficult) 

Mean inputs 247.44 
(118.74) 

127.33 
(33.02) 

94.56 
(34.59) 

141.78 
(23.76) 

 N 9 9 9 9 
      
Overall Mean inputs 205.37 

(101.95) 
112.13 
(37.01) 

88.72 
(26.57) 

133.56 
(23.26) 

 N 32 32 32 32 

Command input action counts were submitted to a 3*4 factorial univariate ANOVA with three 

scenario levels (easy, medium, difficult) and four role levels (information, fire, logistics, and 

rescue chiefs) to assess whether the number of command input actions differed between 

participants depending on their role and the scenario type being played. Four outliers were 

identified and removed prior to conducting this test. No statistical assumptions were violated 

in this test. The main effect of scenario configuration was significant, F(2, 116) = 4.28, p = 

.016, η9:  = .069. Post hoc tests revealed that the number of command input actions differed 

significantly between the easy (M = 117.92, SD = 52.76) and difficult (M = 152.78, SD = 85.14) 

scenarios, while the medium scenario (M = 138.93, SD = 74.17) did not differ significantly 

from either of the other two. There was also a significant main effect of role type, F(3, 116) = 

27.93, p < .01, η9:  = .419. Subsequent post hoc tests revealed that the information chief role (M 

= 205.37, SD = 101.95) differed significantly from the fire chief (M = 112.13, SD = 37.01), 

logistics chief (M = 88.72, SD = 26.57), and rescue chief (M = 133.56, SD = 23.26) roles. 

Furthermore, a significant difference was also found between the logistics (M = 88.72, SD = 

26.57) and rescue chief (M = 133.56, SD = 23.26) roles. The combined interaction effect of 

scenario and role types did not reach statistical significance, F(6, 116) = 1.34, p = .247, η9:  = 

.065. 
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4.6 Modeling the performance measurements 

Prior to conducting a hierarchical multiple regression, several assumptions associated with this 

procedure were tested. Firstly, an initial sample size of 36 was well below the recommended 

minimum of 120 given six predictor variables. The statistical power of the regression model 

was, therefore, limited. Normality tests revealed that the outcome variable—team score—was 

negatively skewed and not normally distributed. To remedy this, an extreme outlier case was 

removed—further reducing the valid sample size to 35—and since the team score variable was 

negatively skewed it was transformed into a new variable through reflection and taking its 

natural logarithm. Written out, the formula used to transform the team score variable looked 

like this; ln	((𝑚𝑎𝑥?@AB	CDEF@ + 1) − 𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚	𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒). The resulting variable satisfied the assumption of 

normality. Analyses of Mahalanobis’ and Cook’s distances revealed no further multivariate 

outliers in the remaining data. The assumption of multicollinearity was considered to have been 

met as statistics of tolerances and variance inflation factors (VIF) were both within their 

respective limits. A Durbin-Watson value of 1.132 was observed which was also within its 

critical range of values using six regressor variables, indicating that the assumption of 

independent errors was met. Finally, analyses of residual and scatter plots did not suggest 

violations of the normality, linearity, or homoscedasticity assumptions. 

A three-stage hierarchical multiple linear regression was calculated to investigate to what 

degree the outcome variable—Team Score—could be predicted by the number of Command 

Input actions of the four roles—the information, fire, logistics, and fire chiefs, respectively—

while controlling for the effects of Scenario Type and Scenario Order. Since categorical 

variables cannot be used in regression models, the Scenario Type variable was dummy-coded 

into two separate binary variables representing the Medium and Difficult scenarios, comparing 

them to the Easy scenario. These two variables were submitted as predictor variables in stage 

one. Stage two also included dummy variables representing the Second and Third scenario 

encounter order, as derived from the Scenario Order variable. The third and final stage included 

the Command Input variable for each of the four roles. The regression model statistics are 

presented in Table 8. Since the Team Score outcome variable was reflected, or mirrored, prior 

to being log transformed, the results were “up-side down” – negative values would be positive, 

standard errors excluded however. Beta values for all predictor variables in Table 8 have 

therefore been flipped back—from negative to positive and vice versa—to make their 
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interpretation more intuitive. The intercept, or constant, was not affected by the transformation, 

however, and is presented “as is”. 

Table 5: Hierarchical multiple regression coefficients 

Variable B SE B β R R2 𝑅JKL:  ΔR2 

        
Step 1    .254 .065 .006 .065 

(Constant) .119 .029      
Medium vs Easy -.043 .042 -.201     
Difficult vs Easy -.061 .043 -.282     

Step 2    .354 .126 .009 .061 
(Constant) .152 .038      
Medium vs Easy -.043 .042 -.201     
Difficult vs Easy -.061 .043 -.279     
Second vs First .040 .043 .186     
Third vs First .059 .042 .277     

Step 3    .640 .410 .228 .284* 
(Constant) .395 .096      
Medium vs Easy -.052 .038 -.244     
Difficult vs Easy -.112 .042 -.513*     
Second vs First .018 .039 .084     
Third vs First .045 .039 .213     
Information Chief command inputs -.000 .000 -.056     
Fire Chief command inputs .001 .001 .291     
Logistics Chief command inputs .001 .001 .369*     
Rescue Chief command inputs .001 .001 .141     

*. Significant at the p = .05 level. 

The first model did not result in a significant regression equation, F(2, 32) = 1.105, p = .344, 

indicating that the regression equation was no better at predicting team score than using the 

means of each predictor variable. There was no individually significant effect of Scenario Type. 

The second model, which included the ordering of scenarios, also did not result in a significant 

regression equation, F(4, 30) = 1.077, p = .385, and much like the first model, was not any 

better at predicting team scores than the means of the predictors. Again, none of the submitted 

variables were identified as significant individual predictors. The full third model submitted the 

four Control Input variables while controlling for the effects of Scenario Type and Scenario 

Ordering. No significant model equation was found for this model either, F(8, 26) = 2.257, p = 

.056. However, a significant change in R2, p = .032, was observed compared to the second 

model. This does not render the third model significant in and of itself, it merely indicates that 

the third model can explain a significantly larger amount of the variance of the outcome variable 

than can the second model. Significant individual effects were observed for the Difficult 

scenario, p = .013, and for the Command Inputs of the logistics chief, p = .049. While the 

regression equation for model three was not significant as a whole, these two variables still 

have significant individual effects on the outcome variable. Because the outcome variable was 
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log transformed, the effects of the two predictor variables on Team Score is to be interpreted as 

percentages. This is calculated by associating a one unit increase in each predictor variable with 

a (B * 100)% increase in Team Score, where B is the corresponding B value of a given predictor 

variable (see Table 8). By this logic, a one unit increase in the Command Input count of the 

logistics chief is associated with a 0.1% increase in Team Score. Furthermore, compared to the 

Easy scenario (D3-100), the Difficult scenario (D2-60) is associated with a reduction in Team 

Score of 11.2%. 
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5 Discussion 
This discussion section is subdivided into two parts where the results and methods of this study 

are interpreted and discussed in turn. 

5.1 Results 

The results of each statistical test will be discussed separately, and in conjunction with previous 

literature wherever possible. 

5.1.1 Learning effects 

No significant effect of learning was detected, as indicated by non-significant ANOVA results 

comparing team scores over scenario encounter orderings. It is important to note that the 

ordering in which teams encountered each scenario does not take into account what scenario—

that is, what scenario difficulty—was played since this ordering was counterbalanced between 

groups of teams (see 3.5.2). Although the results of the conducted ANOVA indicated no 

significant differences – mean team scores do seem to increase for each chronological step 

through the experiment sessions (see Table 3). Considering that previous research have reported 

observing learning effects (e.g., Baroutsi et al., 2013), it seems reasonable to assume that the 

results of this test would have been amplified had the sample size been larger. 

5.1.2 Team performance scores 
An ANOVA was conducted to study whether mean team scores differed between the three 

scenarios used. While the results were not significant, mean scores follow the expected 

pattern where teams, on average, scored the highest in the easy scenario (M = .779), slightly 

lower in the medium scenario (M = .755), and still lower in the difficult scenario (M = .690). 

Manipulation of the ignite time setting, which differentiated the three scenarios, seems to 

have had the intended effect. 

5.1.3 Correlations between measurements 

Several significant correlations were found between the collected measurements variables. One 

that immediately sticks out is the correlation between the Command Input count for the 

Information chief and Team Score, r(32) = .425, p = .015, which can be interpreted as a 

moderately strong correlation (Field, 2009, p. 57) which suggests that as the number of 
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command inputs by the logistics chief increases, so too does the overall team score. Moreover, 

only the command input count of the logistics chief is correlated with team score is this way. 

No command input counts of any other role were correlated with team score in a similar fashion. 

This intriguing result alone warranted further analysis. 

A strong correlation was observed between the command input counts of the information chief 

and fire chief roles, r(32) = .669, p < .01. This is unsurprising considering that the information 

chief “paint” the map with icons representing fire to alert team members that a cell is in flames. 

The fire chief—whose main responsibility is to fight fires—largely depend on the information 

chief to know where fires are located. The fire chief would then proceed to command his or her 

available fire trucks to move to the cells painted by the information chief. A correlation between 

the number of cells painted by the information chief and the number of command input actions 

by the fire chief is a natural consequence of the inert relationship between the tasks of the two 

roles. 

Lastly, a strong and significant correlation was observed between the command input count of 

the rescue chief and the self-assessed performance score of the logistics chief, r(32) = -.510, p 

< .01. This relationship peculiar in that there is no obvious explanation as to why it exists. 

Command inputs were collected during scenario sessions, while self-assessed performance 

scores were reported after each scenario had been completed. While these two measurements 

were correlated for the logistics chief alone (as discussed above), I do not understand how the 

measures of two distinct roles can be related. This result is an interesting anomaly. 

In only two cases were correlations between objective and subjective performance measures 

found, namely for the fire chief and logistics chief roles. No correlations between command 

input counts and self-assessed performance scores were found for the information chief and 

rescue chief roles. This result poignantly reflects the conflicting results of previous research by 

Dawes (1999), Wall et al. (2004), and Bommer et al. (1995). The nature of the command input 

count variables is, however, further discussed in section 5.2.4. 

5.1.4 Subjective performance scores 

No significant differences in mean self-assessed performance scores were observed between 

any of the roles, scenarios, or combinations of roles and scenario types (see Table 6). The results 

show that the fire, logistics, and rescue chief roles rated their own performances about the same, 

on average. However, participants who operated the information chief role in their respective 
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teams rated their own performances roughly 8-9 points lower on average than their team mates. 

This is possibly due to the fact that it was the main responsibility of the information chiefs to 

scout the map for fires using their UAV unit, and that, sometimes, fires were not found before 

they were already out of control. This issue is further discussed in the method discussion 

section. 

5.1.5 Role command inputs 

Results of the ANOVA—which was conducted to compare the number of command input 

action of each role over the three scenarios—indicated significant main effects of both scenario 

and role types, while the combined interaction effect was not significant (see Table 7). The 

average number of command inputs was significantly greater in the difficult scenarios (M = 

152.78) compared to the easy scenarios (M = 117.92), with command input counts for the 

medium scenarios (M = 138.93) placed roughly in the middle without differing significantly 

from the other two. This result can be explained by the fact that fires spread progressively more 

quickly over the easy, medium, and difficult scenarios, respectively. There were increasingly 

more fire cells to put out as difficulty increased. 

The information chief role performed significantly more command input actions than any other 

role. There were only two primary categories of actions available to the information chief – 

maneuvering the UAV, and painting the map with fire or object icons. The vast majority of 

command inputs were “painting” actions. My own subjective assessment during experiment 

sessions was that UAV target coordinates on the map were often placed a long distance away 

from the UAV’s current position. This allowed for the UAV to cover large areas without much 

operator input, giving the information chief plenty of time to focus on painting the map. Each 

icon painted on the map counted as a command input. Information chiefs often adopted a 

strategy of painting the outside edge of the fire areas, and—to a certain extent—cells that were 

burned out and destroyed. This is most likely why the command input count of the information 

chief role is significantly greater on average than those of the other roles. 

Additionally, significant differences in command input counts were observed between the 

logistics chief (M = 88.72) and rescue chief (M = 133.56) roles. A possible explanation for this 

is that all units available to the logistics chief—that is, the combined water and fuel trucks, and 

the fire trucks—needed only to be maneuvered. They operated semi-autonomously in the sense 

that fire trucks automatically proceeded to extinguish fires on their location if they were filled 
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up with water. They also re-filled their water tanks automatically once they were positioned 

next to a water pump or water truck. The rescue chief, on the other hand, also had fire trucks 

but needed also to manually manage the process of saving civilians. Rescue vehicles did not 

automatically load up with—nor unload—civilians so the rescue chief had to instruct the rescue 

vehicles at each of these steps. This difference in tasks between the two roles is likely, at least 

in part, a contributing factor. 

As was previously mentioned, no significant combined interaction effect of scenario and role 

types was observed. One potential reason for this is the rather small sample size of 32 for this 

test. It might be that there is simply not enough data and statistical power to observe any 

significant differences between combined pairs of scenario-role types. 

5.1.6 Modeling the performance measurements 

None of the three regression model equations calculated were reliable in predicting team scores, 

although the third model—which included the command input counts of each role—was 

significantly better than the second model which only included scenario type and the order in 

which scenarios were encountered. Furthermore, when all predictor variables were included, 

the difficult scenario emerged as a significant predictor of team score. Of great interest to this 

study, however, was the fact that the command input count of the logistics chief was also 

identified as significantly contributory to team scores. 

5.1.7 Summarizing the findings 

In the next section, I will summarize the findings of these tests and discuss how they may be 

interpreted. 

A general caveat that needs to be taken into consideration when interpreting the results of this 

study is that sample size was limited. No statistical results in this study should therefore be 

interpreted at face value. With this in mind, one may trace the outlines of an emerging pattern 

by synthesizing the results of the correlation and regression analyses. 

The results of the hierarchical multiple regression indicated that the command input count of 

the logistics chief was a significant contributor to team scores. The validity of this results can 

be questioned on the basis of the limited sample size, as mentioned previously. However, the 

command input count of the logistics chief was the sole variable that was correlated with team 
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scores in the correlational analysis presented in Table 5. Moreover, the logistics chief was one 

of only two roles for which the objective and subjective measures—command input count and 

self-assessed performance score, respectively—were significantly correlated – the fire chief 

being the other such role. These correlations provide at least some measure of valid support to 

the result of the hierarchical multiple regression. 

It is worth reiterating that these results provide only circumstantial evidence into the 

investigation at the heart of this thesis. 

5.2 Method 

Because of its flexibility and scalability, C3Fire—see 2.3.2—was chosen as a suitable platform 

to use for researching the matters at the heart of this study. This section will cover various 

aspects of the implications and limitations of this study. 

5.2.1 Sample size 

As mentioned previously, the sample size available for this study was rather limited as only 12 

teams participated. This resulted in 36 team scores as each team completed three scenarios each. 

A sample size of 36 is far below what is required for multiple regression analyses, for instance. 

More conclusive results would have been generated had more teams been available. 

5.2.2 Training teams 

Statistical tests suggested no significant effect of learning throughout the experiment sessions, 

however a slight increase—a mere 2.5%—in mean team scores was observed as teams 

progressed from their first to final respective scenarios. Since scenario encounter orderings 

were counterbalanced between groups of teams, it is entirely possible, at least in theory, that 

teams who were exposed to a linear increase in scenario difficulty—by playing the easy, 

medium, and difficult scenarios in that order—may have performed better in the difficult 

scenario than the easy scenario. Considering the small sample size available and that an increase 

in mean team scores can be observed, I do not believe that the insignificant results of the 

ANOVA procedure are representative of a general phenomenon. 

Since learning is likely to have influenced team scores, it is only logical to assume that 

individual role performances may have been affected in similar ways. This study aims to 
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identify any role that may be more essential to the success of the teams. The effect of learning 

may therefore influence the outcome that this study seeks to investigate. Therefore, scenario 

ordering was dummy-coded and controlled for in the hierarchical multiple regression, which 

was the last statistical test to be conducted. 

This study may well have benefited from conductive extensive team training prior to live 

experiment sessions, instead of the utilized design where a single session included rudimentary 

training immediately followed by data collection. Baroutsi et al. (2013) recruited six three-man 

teams who were trained over ten separate sessions. While this resulted in highly skilled teams, 

the logistics and planning associated with such a design is beyond the scope of the current study, 

especially since this study required teams of four. Recruiting teams for a single session proved 

quite a challenge in and of itself. While individual participants may have been more willing to 

attend two separate sessions—for training and data collection, respectively—the planning that 

this would involve may have proven too costly. For all intents and purposes, the design setup 

used in the current study was an adequate compromise between practicality and validity. 

5.2.3 Level of difficulty 

The three scenarios—D3-100 (easy), D1-80 (medium), and D2-60 (difficult)—only differed, in 

terms of difficulty, in ignite time configurations, see 3.5.2. These manipulations seemed to have 

the intended effect of differentiating between scenarios, see Table 4 and Figure 8. But whereas 

team scores differed significantly between the easy and difficult scenarios, the team scores for 

the medium scenario were not significantly different from scores in either of the other two 

scenarios. It would have been preferable that all three scenarios differed significantly from each 

other in terms of difficulty. Achieving this using only ignite time as the differentiating factor 

seems to be a challenge. My own experience from preliminary tests of various configurations 

tells me that an ignite time of > 100 gives participants too much time to fight fires, especially 

if teams are alerted to new fires by scripted mail messages. Simultaneously, an ignite time 

setting of < 60 quickly becomes too difficult a challenge unless teams are alerted of the location 

of new fires. Moreover, the difference in ignite time value between two scenarios must be at 

least 20 to achieve any noticeable difference in difficulty. When taking all of this together, there 

was not much wiggle room in terms of ignite time configurations. 

Since ignite time manipulation offered only limited options in adjusting the difficulty, perhaps 

other configuration settings could have been included to provide more options. For example, 
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changes to wind speed and direction could have added further dimensions to the challenge, on 

top of ignite time settings. By combining these various settings in different ways, it would have 

likely been possible to achieve three distinct scenarios where team scores differed significantly 

between all three. This was not the purpose of this study, however, and the scenario settings 

used were considered adequate.  

5.2.4 Quality of measurements 

An important aspect of the results of this study has to do with the nature of the collected 

measurements – or, specifically, the command input counts. As described in section 3.5.3, 

command input counts for the fire, logistics, and rescue chief roles were automatically provided 

by the log analysis tools of C3Fire itself. The command input counts of the information chief 

role were manually calculated by summarizing several log event types associated with the UAV 

unit commanded by the information chief, as well as counting how many times the information 

chief painted map cells with fire or object icons. These command input counts represent the 

level of activity of each role. However, these measures do not say anything about the quality of 

these actions. In other terms, the level of input activity tells the researcher nothing of whether 

performed command input actions were pragmatic. For example, the command count of the 

fire chief was positively and significantly correlated with team score. All this really means is 

that as the number of command inputs by the fire chief increases, so too does team score. This 

does not mean that the relationship is causal. If it was, one would expect team score to increase 

even if the fire chief simply moved his or her fire trucks about without actually fighting any 

forest fires – which is of course ridiculous. The command input count, however, does not 

differentiate between a “useless” move and an effective move that worked in the interests of 

the team. 

Capturing this missing information could have been done in several ways, all approximately 

equal and overwhelming in terms of complexity. One method would be to sift through log files 

and deduce the intentions of each command input and superimpose this on the current state of 

the world. For example, one could compare the target coordinate of a unit move to the location 

of fires in the target area. It could be considered a pragmatic move if the intended target 

coordinate of a fire truck movement was on top of a burning cell. Likewise, if a water truck was 

positioned next to a fire truck—which would initiate the transfer of water to the fire truck—it 

could also be considered an effective move. However, adopting this analysis strategy is not 

only a vast undertaking – it quickly becomes a matter of subjective interpretation. Could it be 
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considered pragmatic to move a fire truck right next to a burning cell, maybe because the 

operator did not know the exact position of the fire when the move was made? How close to a 

fire truck must a water truck be positioned for it to count as an effective move? The fire truck 

must travel a shorter distance to re-fill its water tank, but what is the minimal reduction in 

distance for it to count? These are but a sample of the endless list of issues that would need to 

be resolved before committing to this analysis strategy. An alternative would be for the actions 

of each participant to be observed and evaluated in real time by a researcher. This would avoid 

the problems of the data mining method previously discussed. This method would require the 

development of a reliable evaluation instrument—a process similar to what is described by 

Baroutsi (2014)—which would ensure that researchers assessed the performance of their 

observed participants according to the same guidelines. However, a potential risk factor is that 

researchers may make a mistake in counting and assessing each command input – “human 

error”, as it were, may influence the outcome. Another option to this would be to watch replays 

of each scenario and assess the quality of each move by each participant that way. In a sense 

though, this rather defeats the purpose of adopting the subjective evaluation tactic in the first 

place. 

What is evident, then, is that even when utilizing a microworld system—which bridges the gap 

between field studies and controlled experiments—the issues of assessing the pragmatic quality 

of performance persist. For all intents and purposes, however, it seems reasonable to assume 

that participants in the current study performed to the best of their ability. This assumption is 

supported by the fact that participants rated their level of task commitment and immersion on a 

scale of 1-7 after the experiment (see appendix 3), where the 48 participants reported a task 

commitment score of M = 6.5, SD = .652, and an immersion score of M = 6.35, SD = .758. 

Assuming that command input actions were intended to help the team—which, again, seems 

reasonable—it can be argued that raw command input counts are in fact valid measures in terms 

of pragmatic quality. An implication of this is that results of correlation analyses and regression 

models can be interpreted as indicative of differences in “value” of pragmatic and essential 

contributions between the included team roles. 
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6 Conclusions 
This concluding section will review the research questions of this thesis in light of the results 

presented in previous sections. Each research question will be discussed in turn. Suggestions 

for further studies are proposed and concluding thoughts are presented. 

Q1: Is the performance of any specific role more essential to the success of the team? 

Under the circumstances, no individual statistical test conducted in this study can provide any 

definitive answer to this question. There is, however, incidental evidence which suggests that 

the performance of one specific role is more paramount to the success of the team than that of 

any other role. 

Q2: If so, which role is most paramount to a team’s overall performance? 

Results of a correlational analysis revealed that team scores were correlated with the command 

input count of only the Logistics Chief role. The logistics chief role was also one of only two 

roles for which the command input count was correlated with the self-assessed performance 

scores – the objective and subjective measures were correlated. While the conducted 

hierarchical multiple regression—which suffered from a limited sample size—did not result in 

a significant regression equation, it did reveal that the command input count of the logistics 

chief alone was a significant predictor variable when regressed on team score, even when 

controlling for scenario type and scenario encounter ordering. While none of these results are 

sufficiently conclusive they do amount to an intriguing body of circumstantial evidence when 

taken together. The actions of the Logistics Chief seem to have greater impact on team 

performance than those of the other team member roles. 

Q3: What aspects of role characteristics or microworld configurations can be used to 

explain the answer to Q2? 

One can only speculate on the answer to this question. A natural observation is that the role of 

the logistics chief is one of utility and support. Save for the two fire trucks that were available 

to the logistics chief which directly impacted team scores by extinguishing fires, the main 

responsibility of the logistics chief was to facilitate the efficient operation of the fire chief and 

rescue chief roles. The combined water and fuel trucks provided fire trucks with water and 

rescue vehicles with fuel. While these vehicles could re-fill water and fuel at special pumps, 
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the mobility of the logistics chief’s trucks meant that fire trucks and rescue vehicles saved 

precious travel time. Rescue vehicles could even be stranded without fuel in the middle of 

nowhere and could only be brought back into action by receiving fuel from the logistics chief. 

In this sense, the logistics chief contributed “indirectly” to the team by supporting the fire chief 

and rescue chief in their own efforts. 

Finally, to address the secondary goal of this study, I would like to briefly discuss the use of 

microworlds as tools for studying team performance dynamics. Microworlds are, in general, 

very flexible in how they can be configured in terms of domain setting or team dynamics. This 

allows researchers to study a wide range of phenomena in dynamic yet controlled environments. 

To study performance dynamics in teams—like the current study, for example—it is my 

understanding that although team roles needs to be carefully designed to cover, for instance, 

leadership roles, utility and support roles, or “hands on” roles, it is vital that the system can 

collect the appropriate measurements. The back-end framework needs to be at least as flexible 

in its configuration as are the settings for domain simulation and role mechanics. Still, in the 

end it befalls on the researcher to be knowledgeable enough about the research domain in 

question to be able to accurately simulate the task demands. If the interdependencies of the 

simulated roles have no connection to reality, the results are no longer generalizable or useful. 

To my knowledge, research into the dynamics of team performance is scarce at best. The real 

world provides no reliable ways to measure individual performances since the nature of teams 

and team roles can vary infinitely. Because of their flexibility and controllability, it is my belief 

that microworld systems technology has enough potential to be used for studying the dynamics 

of team performance outcomes. Established questionnaire instruments, such as DATMA as was 

the case in the current study, can be used in tandem with microworld systems to provide deeper 

insights into various aspects of task performance. 

6.1 Future research 

Little research has been done on the relationship between team roles and team performance 

outcome. The reason for this is twofold; a common assumption seems to be that teams exist 

because their members complement each other in terms of skill and competence, and no reliable 

instruments exists to measure the objective performance of each team member to deduce who 

contributes the most to the team. The results of this study suggest that microworld systems such 

as C3Fire may be used to capture these performance measures, and allow researchers to study 
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team role interdependencies in controlled environments that evoke similar behavioral and 

cognitive responses as real world tasks. 

This study has, however, merely scratched the surface of what is, I’m sure, a proverbial 

mountain of potential research opportunities in this field. As was mentioned previously, team 

performance dynamics do not seem to have been extensively researched in practice, although 

many theoretical frameworks exist on the subject. Microworld systems may prove key in 

assessing the feasibility of these frameworks through practical experiments. Moreover, much 

is to gain by expanding this line of research. Insights into what role archetypes—and for what 

reasons—are most vital to a team’s success can allow for funds and development to be 

dedicated towards optimizing and streamlining the tasks of those roles. This could further 

increase the performance of the team and reduce error rates. 

6.2 Concluding thoughts 

It is my conviction that, as a field of research, team performance dynamics has been severely 

neglected compared to adjacent areas such as teamwork or team cognition aspects. I hope that 

this thesis has provided some further insights into the nature of team performance dynamics, 

and inspired any novice or seasoned researcher to commit to the subject matter. 
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Appendix 1 – Consent form (in Swedish) 

 

Information och samtycke 

 

I denna studie kommer ni få ta över en roll i en simulering där ni ska arbeta tillsammans som 

ett team för att släcka en skogsbrand. Innan ni får köra de skarpa scenariona kommer ni bli 

introducerade till systemet och rollerna samt få träna i 10 minuter i två testscenarion. Efter detta 

kommer ni få köra tre scenarion om vardera 15 minuter, samt fylla i enkäter i efter varje 

scenario. Ni får även diskutera er teamprestation mellan scenariona. Experimentet kommer ta 

ungefär två och en halv timme inklusive paus. Deltagande ersätts med en värdecheck på 100 

kr. 

Utöver enkäterna samlar vi även in data via systemet under er körning. Detta sker passivt i 

bakgrunden så ni kommer inte bli störda under körningen. 

Deltagande i denna studie är frivilligt och anonymt. Ni har rätten att när som helst avbryta 

deltagandet under experimentets gång. Om ni inte längre vill delta i studien har ni rätt att i 

efterhand kräva att er data raderas och ej används i studien. 

All data ur denna studie kommer enbart användas i forskningssyfte, och kommer endast 

användas för att dra generella slutsatser – du som enskild deltagare kommer inte vara i fokus. 

De slutgiltiga resultaten kommer redovisas i kandidatuppsatser på DiVa, och kommer därmed 

vara tillgängliga för allmänheten. Era enskilda datapunkter kommer INTE publiceras i dessa 

rapporter. Insamlade data kan dock komma att användas i andra forskningssyften vid senare 

tillfällen, men er anonymitet kommer aldrig äventyras. 

Jag har läst texten ovan och ger härmed mitt informerade samtycke: 

 

Underskrift                                                                                      Datum 

 

__________________________________                                   _________________________ 
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Denna del fylls i av experimentledaren 

Gruppnummer: ____________      Session-ID:___________          Datum:_____________ 

Roll:____________ 

Appendix 2 – Background information (in Swedish) 

Sysselsättning: 
____________________________________________________________________ 

Om student: Vilken 
utbildning/program:_______________________________________________ 

Kön: _______________  Ålder: _______________ 

Hur många gånger har du spelat C3Fire? 
0 1 2 3 4 5+ 

Hur stor datorvana har du? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Ingen erfarenhet    Väldigt stor erfarenhet 
Har du tidigare erfarenhet av brandsläckning? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Ingen erfarenhet    Väldigt stor erfarenhet 

Har du gjort militärtjänst? 
Ja, befattning:_______________, i__________månader. Nej 

 
Hur väl känner du de andra deltagarna i gruppen? 
 
Hoppa över din egen roll. 
 

Fire Chief 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Har aldrig träffats förut    Väldigt goda vänner 
Logistics Chief 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Har aldrig träffats förut    Väldigt goda vänner 

Rescue Chief 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Har aldrig träffats förut    Väldigt goda vänner 
Information Chief 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Har aldrig träffats förut    Väldigt goda vänner 
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Denna del fylls i av experimentledaren 
Scenario: ___________        Session-ID: ___________     Datum_________ 
Gruppnummer: ____________   

ID (InitialerÅÅMMDD):__________ Roll:__________ 

 
Appendix 3 – Closing questions (in Swedish) 

 
Ringa in det mest passande svarsalternativet på skalan. 
 
Hur roligt var det att delta? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Inte alls/ Inget alls   Fullständigt/ Väldigt mycket 

 
Hur motiverad var du att anstränga dig för att lösa uppgiften? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Inte alls/ Inget alls   Fullständigt/ Väldigt mycket 

 
I hur stor utsträckning kände du att du var ”inne i uppgiften”? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Inte alls/ Inget alls   Fullständigt/ Väldigt mycket 

 


